ABOUT OUR COLLEGE

VISION

To be a world-class innovative, competitive and up to date, academic institution providing technological and other inputs appropriate to various disciplines and skill sets to meet the aspirations of the rural community and uplift the socio-economic status of the weak and needy sections of the society.

MISSION

To be among the leading academic institutions turning out readily employable students in engineering, technology and other branches of studies contributing to the Industry, Trade, Academics, Research & Development and Society and to motivate the rural population to participate in the professional activities for enhancement of their socio-economic status.
GOVERNING COUNCIL

Thiru.D.Peter Jesudhas, M.B.A.,
Chairman

Thiru.D.Maria Victor, M.A.,
Correspondent

Dr.J.D.Darwin, M.E.Ph.D.,
Principal

Mr.T. Valan Arasu, M.Tech.,
Vice Principal
COURSES OFFERED

UG COURSES OFFERED

B.E. Civil Engineering
B.E. Mechanical Engineering
B.E. Computer Science and Engineering
B.E. Electrical and Electronics Engineering
B.E. Electronics and Communication Engineering

PG COURSES OFFERED

M.E. Power Electronics and Drives
M.E. Communication Systems
M.E. Computer Science and Engineering*
M.E. Thermal Engineering*

*Subject to Affiliation

CAMPUS

Campus is spread over 20 acres in a beautiful and serene atmosphere, ideally suited for technical education. The infrastructure and facilities available on campus are amongst the very best. It is a wholly self-contained campus comprising of everything that students on campus would ever require.

PREAMBLE

Annai Vailankanni College of Engineering (AVCE), AVK Nagar, Kanyakumari is a private, self-financing, co-educational engineering college established in the year 2008. The college is approved by AICTE, New Delhi and affiliated to the Anna University, Chennai.

ACADEMIC SCHEME

The day to day progress of the students is strictly monitored with internal assessment tests, assignments etc., in order to maintain high academic standards.
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mechanical Engineering is one of the most diverse fields of engineering that influences almost all aspects of our life. The careers for mechanical engineers are diverse and the course offers a wide choice of job opportunities extending across many interdisciplinary and interdependent specialties in private as well as public sector.
The field of computing plays a major role practically in all disciplines. To keep pace with emerging trends, the department takes sustained efforts to nurture students with high quality technical and programming skills. The computing field offers many a myriad job opening for its students both in India and abroad.
Electronics and Communication Engineering is one of the largest and fastest growing fields of engineering. The field covers a wide range of applications which provide many an opportunity for its budding engineers.
Civil Engineering deals with design, construction and maintenance of the physical and natural environment. The course offers plenty of opportunities in all parts of the globe.
AVCE library has standard textbooks and reference books by well-known authors. Every effort is taken to obtain all titles recommended by the faculty. Multiple copies of standard books are also available. Digital library enables the students to access all the e-resources, latest updates and technological developments throughout the world.
WHY SHOULD ONE CHOOSE AVCE

Here are SOME reasons

- MoU with Moscow Aviation Institute (Russia)
- Exclusive Human Resource Development Centre (Industrial Relation & Placement Training)
- Separate Library for Placement & Training Department
- MoU with IBM for International Certified Courses
- Certification Course in ORACLE 10G DBA
- Training by CADD Centre
- Industry Institute Interaction Cell (IIIC) (Facilitates healthy relationship between industry & institute)
- ICTACT Academy (Extends assistance to conduct seminars, trainings & interviews)
- Wi-Fi enabled Campus
- NCC (Develops character and creates desire to serve the nation)
- Industry Projects
- Training by experts from TCS, Infosys and other leading companies
- Software Cell Inhouse software project development & training
- Association with professional bodies like ISTE, IETE, CSI and IEEE, IET, SAE etc
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